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Project  
Summary

Name: Bird & Bird, LLP

Headquarters: London, United Kingdom

Services: Leading International law firm in 
business sectors where technology plays 
a key role

Lawyers: 1,300 

Website: www.twobirds.com

Choosing OnePlace to Support the  
Firm’s Business Goals
Defining requirements, selecting, and implementing a new CRM system

Business Situation
• Extensive consultation with the stakeholders to clearly define the business 

requirements 

• Assistance with identifying a system to meet the defined business requirements

• Comprehensive audit of the firm’s data and migration into OnePlace

Services Provided 
• Data audit

• CRM relaunch

• Data migration

Why Wilson Allen
• Time and again heard at numerous industry events, that Wilson Allen was the 

best firm to speak with

• Confidence in the firm’s CRM expertise

Project Overview

• Identify and implement a new CRM system to support the firm’s business goals

• Audit, clean, and migrate all existing data to new system

Tracey Rodgers  |  Senior CRM Manager, Bird & Bird, LLP

Having Wilson Allen to guide us all the way gave us the courage of our convictions.



Bird & Bird’s history stretches back to the 1830s, and the firm was formally established in 1846. 
Even back then, the firm’s excellence in client service and passion for key industries attracted 
leading innovators.

As technology allowed innovations and ideas to travel more quickly, the need to protect the ideas 
and innovations of its clients encouraged the firm to expand its international capabilities.

Now, around 170 years later, Bird & Bird has 29 offices across Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and North 
America with clients based in 118 countries worldwide.

CRM that aligned with the firm’s innovative and creative philosophy

Bird & Bird is a leading international firm that uses creative thinking in combination with deep industry 
knowledge to deliver excellent client service. To continue to achieve the firm’s goals, Jill Warren, director of 
marketing and business development, and Tracey Rodgers, senior CRM manager, were very clear that they 
needed to be equally innovative and creative when it came to the firm’s CRM technology.

“We engaged Wilson Allen to assist us with defining our business requirements and identifying a system to 
meet them,” says Warren. “They selected them because we had been to numerous industry events and time 
after time had heard that they were the best people to speak to.”

Getting the stakeholders input was key 

The project began with extensive consultation with the stakeholders to clearly define the requirements before 
selecting a vendor to work with in delivering them. “In the end we chose OnePlace,” adds Rodgers. “Its offering, 
built on the Salesforce platform, provides us with the power, flexibility, and scalability to meet our needs as we 
develop. Going in a different direction than many firms was daunting, however having Wilson Allen to guide us 
all the way gave us the courage of our convictions.”

We selected [Wilson Allen] because we had been to 
numerous industry events and time after time had 
heard that they were the best people to speak to.

Jill Warren  |  Director of Marketing and Business Development, Bird & Bird, LLP

Wilson Allen undertook a comprehensive audit of the firm’s data and migrated its information into the system. 
This was not just about getting data from A to B. By choosing a new system, the project team needed to work 
through all the choices and challenges to achieve success, and this meant needing to think outside the box. 

“We deployed a number of exciting technologies as part of this project,” says Michael Warren, VP, CRM 
practice for Wilson Allen. “For example, we use a fantastic application called Demand Tools, which plugs 
directly into OnePlace to automatically manage and dedupe data based on rules that you define.”

Michael Warren concludes, “It’s been fantastic working with Bird & Bird on this project; they’ve been prepared 
to think outside the box and as such have achieved amazing things at the start of this really 
exciting enterprise.”

Learn more about Wilson Allen’s CRM services:  
www.wilsonallen.com   |   +44 (0) 20 7194 7860   |   info@wilsonallen.com


